
Premium Croissant Donut
Our Premium Croissant Donut is impressive from every angle. With delicate sweetness and light, 
flaky pastry, it’s the perfect base: coat it, glaze it, top it or fill it with sweet ingredients – or go 
with savory ingredients or proteins for applause in any daypart. And best of all, this sophisticated 
little pastry is no-fail: simply reheat from frozen – we’ve handled the tricky pastry-chef parts. Oh, 
there’s more: with our specially designed packaging, there’ll be no loss or damage, and with its 
180-day freezer life, you can have fresh croissant donuts any time of the day.
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more information on this product.

Our Premium Croissant Donut is impressive from every angle. With 
delicate sweetness and light, flaky pastry, it’s the perfect base: coat it, 
glaze it, top it or fill it with sweet ingredients – or go with savory 
ingredients or proteins for applause in any daypart. And best of all, this 
sophisticated little pastry is no-fail: simply reheat from frozen – we’ve 
handled the tricky pastry-chef parts. Oh, there’s more: with our specially 
designed packaging, there’ll be no loss or damage, and with its 180-day 
freezer life, you can have fresh croissant donuts any time of the day.

Benefits

• On-trend with hybrid desserts
• Labor-saving, quick preparation
• Works in all dayparts – breakfast 

buffet, grab-and-go and more
• Neutral flavor makes it versatile 

for both savory applications or 
sweet finishes

Product Attributes

• Pre-fried; finish with sugar, glaze 
and/or filling

• Certified kosher dairy
• Shelf life: 180 days frozen, 2 days 

once refreshed

Insights

Donut menu penetration has 
grown 60% over the past nine 
years. Croissant donuts have 
recently been launched at popular 
chains. Concept-testing indicated 
that more than 50% of surveyed 
diners find this kind of item unique 
and would buy it.

Menu It/Uses

Quick ideas: roll it in cinnamon 
sugar, coat with a donut glaze, top 
with ganache, fill with pastry 
cream. Try it as a sandwich carrier 
with a gourmet burger and 
decadent toppings. Or make a 
breakfast sandwich with egg, ham, 
cheese, etc.

Ingredients

Key ingredients include:
• Enriched unbleached flour
• Margarine
• Sugar
• Yeast
• Salt

Cooking Instructions

Heat from frozen on baking sheet 
at 350°F on low fan for 2–3 
minutes. Can also be thawed for 30 
minutes at room temperature 
before finishing.

a-Code Product Description Pack Size

9439417 Premium Croissant Donut 60/1.76 oz.


